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THEOREM 1. Let H be a hermitian matrix and x an arbitrary vector of 
unit length. Let n=(Hx, #), cr = (||7iZbc||2 —/x2)1/2. Then there is an eigen-
value of H in the interval: 

/i — ( r ^ X ^ / i + cr. 

REMARK. The quantity under the radical is non-negative, since 

M 2 = \{Hx,x)\*£\\H4*. 

Theorem 1 is a special case of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Let H be a matrix having a complete orthonormal set 
of eigenvectors. Let x be a vector of unit length. Let /JL = (Hx,x), 
a = (||iïx||2— |/A12)1/2. Then there is an eigenvalue of H in the circle: 
| X - M | ^<r-

PROOF. Let ac = J^-itf», where H£»=X;£» and (et, e0) = 8*/. Thus (x, x) 
= E | k | 2 = l, and <r* = ((H-nI)x, {H~nl)x) = E | X ; ~ M |

 2U*|2 

à | X m - / * | 2 , where |Xm—M| =min t- |X—/z|. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1 furnishes a simple device for obtaining an interval con

taining an eigenvalue. As x approaches an eigenvector the interval 
length (2cr) approaches zero. 

This method may be compared with Vazsonyi's enclosure method1 

in which, for a symmetric matrix H, an eigenvalue is guaranteed to 
lie in the interval 

min M» ^ X ̂  max /*», 
* i 

where ju,- is the ratio of the ith component of Hx to the ith component 
of x. It is an easy exercise to show that 2c g [max»/*» — min</*,•]. In 
general our interval is considerably smaller than the one obtained by 
the Vazsonyi method. 

The method of Kohn and Kato guarantees, for a symmetric matrix, 
that an eigenvalue Xp lies in the interval 

a2 a2 

M ~ - ^ X g M + — > 
Xp+i — M M -~ ^p-i 

1 S. H. Crandall, Engineering analysis, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1956. 
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where Xp_i<Xp<Xp+i are successive eigenvalues and Xp_i</i<Xp+i. 
For application of our method this information need not be available. 

For purposes of numerical computation, fewer operations are re
quired if one does not normalize x in Theorem 1 at the outset, but 
instead defines M = (Hxt x)/\\x\\\ a= [(||ffx||V|MI2) -M 2 ] 1 / 2 . 
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